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The average application has 40 - 80 keyboard shortcuts which provide quick access to frequently used menu commands. So how’s your memory? 
Can you remember all of the keyboard shortcuts for all of your programs - or even for the program that you use the most? If you can, you don’t 
need this program. But if not, check out: KeyCue.

KeyCue is a small program that once it is installed, it waits in the background until you click-and-hold the Command key or click on its icon in 
the Finder’s menubar. Moments later a shortcut table (window) pops up that displays a list of keyboard shortcuts available for the application that 
you are currently using (Figure 2). It will also show you the System wide keyboard shortcuts for keyboard navigation and zooming; shortcuts for 
Spotlight, Mission control, Accessibility, etc. that are usually active in all applications (Figure 1). As an added bonus, in addition to informing you of 

the keyboard shortcuts, KeyCue will also type/activate them for you when you click on the shortcut from within the shortcut table. In Figure 1, the 
Finder is active. So the Finder shortcuts appear on the left and the System shortcuts appear on the right. 

Below the KeyCue window is a legend that explains the meaning of the symbols that are used for your modifier keys, e.g. the ⌘ is the Command 
key, the ⌥ is the Option key, etc . The legend also doubles as a search field where you can start typing your desired shortcut and KeyCue will show 
all of the matches.

The KeyCue table is divided between all the current application’s (and the System’s) menu headings like: the File, Edit, Help, and its submenu 
headings.

 Since KeyCue is evoked by holding down the Command key which other applications also use, KeyCue lets you choose the delay time before it 
kicks in. This way you can quickly type a Command-C (to copy something) without worrying that KeyCue will pop up instead. But once in awhile 
if you get distracted and you hold the Command key down a little too long, KeyCue will pop up unintentionally. If this happens too often for you 
(as it did for me) you can opt to change the modifier key that would invoke KeyCue.

If you get tired of the look of the default KeyCue table, you have the option to change its appearance using the Theme section of the KeyCue 
preference settings. KeyCue comes with a set of built-in themes, but more themes are available as free downloads from the Ergonis Software web 
site (Figure 3).There is even a document that you can download that explains how to create you own custom themes or modify current ones.

If you like using Emojis, you will be pleased to know that KeyCue can show a table of all available Emoji characters and lets you quickly insert any 
Emoji with a simple click. You can move the mouse pointer over the Emoji to see an enlarged view of the Emoji along with a description of the 
Emoji's meaning (Figure 4).

You can also enter a search term in KeyCue's search field to focus on the matching Emoji characters, or choose from the list of recently used 

Figure 1. The KeyCue table lists the System, Finder, or an application’s keyboard shortcuts. At the bottom of the table is a 
legend which explains the meaning of symbols used in the shortcut table. 
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Emojis. Finding and typing the right Emoji has never been easier.
KeyCue offers a way for users to define a wide variety of triggers, which 

can be used to perform different actions, like bringing up the KeyCue 
table, opening the KeyCue settings window, etc. You can also use this 
option to define your own favorite URL collection. Once created, you 
can use KeyCue for quickly showing a table of these URLs and invoking 
them with a single click.

The Ergonis Software web site has more than 800 extra shortcuts for 
InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, ProTools, Sibelius, and other products. 
That can be downloaded and then added to KeyCue.

Some applications have hidden shortcuts that are listed only in help 
documents or printed manuals. KeyCue supports user-definable custom 
shortcut descriptions that can be used to reveal these hidden commands. 
These additional shortcut descriptions would be merged with the 
shortcuts found in the programs menus and then displayed in the 
KeyCue table.

 You can manually tell KeyCue to omit shortcuts you already know - such as cut, copy, paste, etc. This helps to keep the shortcut table smaller, 
which in turn helps you to find other (less obvious) shortcuts faster.

FYI: KeyCue works together with popular macro programs like: Keyboard Maestro 3.0, iKey 2.5, and QuicKeys 4.0.
The Ergonis web site has several short videos showing how to use and how helpful KeyCue is. If you are interested, I suggest that you watch them 

to learn more about KeyCue.

The skinny
Evaluation: KeyCue is easy to install and use. KeyCue is very helpful if you want to speed up your work on the computer. There was a time 
BEFORE I had KeyCue that I needed to do something in an application. I knew there was a menu option to do it, but I couldn’t remember where 
it was. That application had tons of menus and sub menus, so it took me forever to find the needed menu item. If I had KeyCue, I would have 
found the desired menu item in less than 20 seconds.
Requires: KeyCue requires Mac OS X 10.7 - 10.15 
company: Ergonis Software Software
Price: EUR 19.99 = (?) $22.00 (Depends on the currency exchange rate at the time of purchase)
Available Trial Copy

Figure 2. This is a list of Safari’s shortcuts.

Figure 3. If you don’t like KeyCue’s default Theme/look (Figure 1) then you 
can change it to any of KeyCue’s alternate themes or even download more 
themes from the Ergonis web site.  A full list of the themes is on the right and 
four examples are show to its left.

Figure 4. KeyCue can let you choose from a table of all available 
Emoji characters.
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